
UNIFORM 

The uniform ensures that you are smartly dressed while at school, and 
identified as a member of St Aidan’s. Hair, too, should be kept tidy 
and smart. No extreme styles are allowed. All items of uniform and kit 
should be clearly marked with your name. A sensible weatherproof 
outdoor coat should be worn (leather or denim not allowed).  

GIRLS UNIFORM LIST 
 Plain, dark navy blue V-necked sweater/cardigan (optional woven 

motif).  

 White shirt-blouse with school tie – the tie should cover the 
fastened top button of the shirt. Shirt always tucked in. A similar 
shirt-blouse, but short-sleeved may be worn in summer (with tie) 
but no fitted ¾ sleeve style shirts.  

 All girls in year groups 7 -10 must wear black trousers in a 
tailored style, i.e. no jeans or leggings style.  Skin tight trousers 
are not acceptable. 

 Plain black flat heeled shoes. Trainers or canvas shoes of any 
type are not acceptable.  

 The only jewellery permitted other than a watch is a small 
gold/silver cross and chain, if desired. Should ears be pierced, 
only one pair of small gold/silver studs may be worn. (Removed 
for PE).  

BOYS UNIFORM LIST 
 Plain, dark charcoal grey or black trousers (denim, cord, jean-

material, cotton drill unacceptable). These should be worn on the 
waist.  

 Plain, dark navy blue V-necked sweater (optional woven motif).  

 White shirt with school tie – the tie should cover the fastened top 
button of the shirt. Shirt always tucked in. A similar shirt, but 
short-sleeved, may be worn in summer (with tie).  

 Plain black shoes. Trainers or canvas shoes of any type are not 
acceptable. 

 Dark grey or black socks.  

 Only St Aidan’s hoodies are permitted in school and should be 
removed in lessons and assembly 

 
 



UNIFORM 

Year 11 Only  
Year 11 girls may choose to wear trousers as above or a pleated 
navy skirt as supplied by uniform retailers. This should be of sensible 
length no more than 3 inches above the knee with plain dark 
navy/black thick tights. Straight pencil skirts are not acceptable. 
There is a different Year 11 tie, which can be purchased from 
Emblazon or Rawcliffes in Harrogate.  
 
The school has a range of sanctions and will use them for persistent 
uniform infringements.



 


